Working Together: Accreditation Update

**Inclusive Training**
- Overview for all constituencies
- Solicited participation
- Writing Teams
- Evidence Gathering

**Ongoing Communication**
- Got Evidence?
- Accreditation Notes
- The Hot Pink Sheet
- Accreditation Website with resources
- Committee Visits (PAC)
- Writing Team Support (Dr. Scroggins, Kristina Allende)

**Champion Writing Teams**
- Met consistently throughout 2014-15
- Gathered evidence
- Outline Draft #1 Complete
- Evidence posted in SmartSheet
- Process effectiveness feedback

**Putting it all Together**
- Gap Analysis assignments
- Writing Team outline draft #2 recommendations
- Editor creates final drafts
- Final Review for feedback
- Final review of final drafts

**Continual Engagement**

WE NEED YOU!
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Thank You!
Irene Malmgren, Ed.D.
Vice President of Instruction
Mark A. Fernandez, M.A.
Web Specialist
CSEA 262 2nd Vice President
Accreditation Steering Committee

- Guiding the ACCJC process
- Members of all constituency groups are represented, provide input, and serve as a resource to the campus
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Champion Writing Teams

- Met consistently throughout 2014-15
- Gathered evidence
- Outline Draft #1 Complete
- Evidence posted in Smartsheet
- Process effectiveness feedback
Putting it all Together
Developed Collaboratively

- Gap Analysis assignments
- Writing Team outline draft #2 & recommendations
- Editor creates initial draft
- Focus Forums for feedback
- Public review of Self-Evaluation
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Champion Writing Teams
- Met consistently throughout 2014-15
- Gathered evidence
- Outline Draft #1 Complete
- Evidence posted in Smartsheet
- Process effectiveness feedback

Putting it all Together
- Peer Analysis assignments
- Writing Team outline draft #2 recommendations
- Editor creates final draft
- Final versions sent back to feedback
- Final review of Self-Evaluation
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